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H ow is M E D I C I N E that relieves 'troubles nerveux de l'enfance' or provides
'régénération globulaire' or cures 'la grippe' or eliminates 'constipation',

'crampes', Vomissements' and 'spasmes' advertised? During the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, remedies for various real and imagined physical
and psychological maladies were routinely hawked using miracle claims. So-called
patent medicine men, bolstered by hyperbole and armed with catchy slogans
and clever bromides, filled handbill and newspaper ads with bogus fears and
unsubstantiated promises. The public was gullible or desperate enough to believe
anything they read and so ingested the most repugnant (if intoxicating) con-
coctions. Those were the days before food and drug oversight was written
into law and any huckster who mixed pure grain alcohol with sweet syrupy
goo was able to call his potion medicinal.

By the early Twenties, however, medicines were coming under
greater governmental scrutiny. Legitimate drug companies were waging war with
the phonies in the court of popular opinion. Advertising was in the vanguard of
this quest for legitimacy and, by the Forties and Fifties, pharmaceutical companies
developed distinct verbal and visual vocabularies that at once built credibility for
their products while eliminating much of the pseudo-scientific mumbo jumbo. Over
time, pharmaceutical advertising evolved into a distinct art form. By the Sixties
and Seventies, for instance, the Swiss corporation Ciba-Geigy was celebrated for
its imaginatively progressive imagery that was built upon modernist visual
idioms. Yet even before this accepted 'golden age', other European drug labs intro-
duced surrealism as a visual means of making difficult medical concepts into
avant garde art. But this style of advertising was not all eerie barren landscapes,
doleful endless horizons and discordant Dali-esque juxtapositions.









In the pre-war Thirties, French companies such as Laboratoires d'Actino-Biologie,
Laboratoires Lumière, Laboratoires Caducia and Laboratoires du Dr. Debat (little
known today) employed stylized, realistic representation to take the onus off
turgid medical hype. With the exception of a few advertisements featuring heavily
airbrushed photographs of happy bathing-suited women (like the one for Curatine
for headaches and other pains) or conceptual graphics highlighting the cause of
a particular discomfort (like the fire in the mouth for Maxicaïne-Tyrothricine
pastilles), the majority of highly colourful ads - targeted at les docteurs — played up
the simple beauty (and authority) of a distinct package or bottle. Most package and
label designs were typographically bold yet graphically sedate (see Septicarbone,
for intestinal disorders, and Toni Pancrinol, for nervous conditions). Yet the simple,
dramatic airbrush rendering of each item provided an allure that no photograph
could achieve. The idea, of course, was to help physicians memorize the name of
non-generic drugs, which in turn they would prescribe to their patients.

In the early twentieth century, poster artist Leonetto Cappiello
created one of his most well-known images for a congestion medication called
Le Thermogène, which featured a whimsical rendering of an elfish dancer clench-
ing a cloud-like wad to his chest (symbolizing massive congestion in the lungs).
While this idea established a conceptual standard for drug advertising, by the late
Thirties and Forties less metaphorical pictorial approaches seemed to be preferred.
Despite France's exemplary poster tradition, most of the artists employed for
pharmaceutical promotions were among the lesser known. The artists Lupa and
René Le Tenier were quite skilled at establishing a soothing graphic environment
but were conceptually restrained.

When graphic concepts were applied, they vividly - and also at
times sensationally - illustrated what life would be like without these respective
medications. The image for Hémoluol shows the legs of an otherwise stylish
woman, although one is covered with a stocking, hiding her unsightly varicose
veins (a stone gargoyle looks menacingly on). Quel dommage! Yet even more
deliberately disturbing is the ad for Névrovitamine 4, with a night-terror-stricken
young child trapped in her crib — who wouldn't take the remedy after seeing that
face? But just as effective was the converse; the relaxed man in the Sérifer ad,
covered in his blanket, peacefully looking out of his big picture window at snow-
covered mountains - the message being: take the medication and life can be a
better place (prefiguring the various tranquillizers to come later).

Although some of the ads provided a fair amount of technical
explanation on the verso sides, there was no need for fine print warnings about
complications and side effects. And while physicians needed to know these details,
for these advertisements the pharmaceutical firms were less interested in pro-
tecting patients' lives than in selling their products.
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